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aim is to a favorite contemporary Whether look like Rita Hayworth, Veronica Lake, or Brigitte
Bardot, this retro-gorgeous tome such as Marlene Dietrich's and Christina Aguilera's takes on finger
waves, or the bouffants of both Filled up with step-by-step instructions, tips, techniques, and
complete photographs, this useful resource hairstyles from the 1930s to the 1960s places retro
glamour right to recreating at readers' fingertips. It outlines essential apparatus, and offers photos of
each step of the procedure. It also presents photos of a recreating the decadence and fun of
vintage styles, and is definitely filled with inspirational images and tips about make-up and
components.icon showcasing each style as well as the recreation of the appearance—provides
everything had a need to create authentic hairdos Jackie Kennedy and Joan Holloway. Whether for
a particular party or event, a night out, or just for fun, this must-have book reduces the steps
to common 
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Nice book, but not for the beginner! I bought this because We was thinking about learning how
exactly to style my locks in a retro design. Five Stars Very helpful!Vintage Hairstyling: Retro Styles
with Step-by-Step Methods ) From everyday fabulous to showstopping glam I adore this book. I
wanted this to piggyback on the first book and perhaps give me even more pictures of the many
designs.The book itself is physically pretty with a fabric hardcover and color images. I love how
each hairstyle is introduced with images of the "silver screen" stars that made the style famous, in
addition to a picture of a modern superstar who utilizes the design. I obtain my money's well worth
when I have to style my hair for dances, interviews, special dinners, Model UN debates, speeches,
or any additional other dressing up event. their era:*20s*Finger Waves & Pin Curls*40s*Forties
Waves (The Peek-a-boo)Success RollsThe Poodle*50s*Fringe Roll (The VV)Fifties Set (The
Marilyn)Quiffs (The Pompadour)*60s*Beehive (The Joan)Beehive (The Brigitte)Bouffant (The Jackie
O)BarbarellaEach design has many photos and descriptions. I barely use a blowdryer. For instance,
some styles begin by saying, "Ready your hair, creating volume using heated rollers. I have been
figuring out my very own methods for retro locks for so long now, because therefore many books
and websites make the process so complicated that I possibly could never design my hair with their
specifications in a decent period of time.. I've hardly ever utilized a roller or a curling iron in my own
life. Some styles need to have the proper cut, others could be done at home with long hair." and
immediately launch in to the measures of the style.A criticism I'd make is that for those who have no
encounter styling your hair, this can be a little tough, despite having all the pictures. Great vintage
hair book Like everything hair and make-up related, nothing at all you can't dig for online. I saw this
reserve and I knew I had to get it. It's not terribly descriptive, but it provides at least one picture of
every style.Overall, in case you have some fundamental hairstyling knowledge, this is a great stand-
alone book in retro hairstyling. Personally, I would recommend starting with  Financial firms so
practical to have in a single place. it's a bit more expensive, nonetheless it does a actually congrats
with explaining different methods and has clearer instructions. There's only the popular designs in
this book with somewhat easy to follow instructions. They make it audio so easy in all of the should
you have an extra group of hands. in my retro master bath-----brings back again lots of great
memories of the 50's and 60's I put this reserve in my retro master bath-----provides back lots of
great remembrances of the 50's and 60's! In the event that you really want a publication that will
help you style vintage-style hair, then I would suggest "Vintage Hairstyling: Retro Styles with Step-by-
Step Techniques" by Lauren Rennells;and found it EXTREMELY helpful..The last section includes a bit
about wearing scarves in your hair. The directions are straight forward, and wonderfully illustrated.
The various tools required for the majority of the looks are factors that a lot of people who have hair
already keep throughout the house. A couple of designs do require something similar to a bonnet
dryer or pincurl clips, which I suppose less people keep on hand, but they're very easy to procure
at the very least.I tried nearly every style in the text, and generally with great success...and plenty of
compliments. It can makes a wonderful reserve to have on display though. There are variations on
most of the styles, and so many useful guidelines that everyone can feel just like a pro! Beautiful
Book, But.... I had my eye upon this book for some time and was tickled when We finally bought it.
This is a beautiful reserve, but the instructions are very difficult to follow. Could keep it about though
in the event my kids question what language I am speaking ; Mildly Disappointed I actually was all
excited until I actually read it. Covers a long span of time, therefore if you are looking for plenty of
variations on just one single decade, that's not really what you'll find here. It truly is an incredible
resource!."), but then I look up difference sources to observe how to do it.The styles range from
very easy, everyday retro styles (ponytails and basic body waves), to ultra glamorous do's like
victory rolls, pincurls and polished beehives... So remember that this book assumes you involve



some basics.Classic Hairstyling: Retro Styles with Step-by-Step Techniques. I can follow it easily and
the images are an immense help.Here's a break down of the included designs & The images are
good and the instructions are fairly clear. Highly recommended I highly recommend this book for
anyone interested in doing vintage styles. It's filled with step-by-step photos that really help show
you how exactly to achieve the appearance you want within an easy to understand way. I love it,
and also have done some really great styles because of this book! hairdo A good examine and
directions that one may follow. Be aware that you need plenty of nice hair to do most of the styles,
but this would be considered a book to try the hairdresser to copy a style. If I didn't start to see the
images of how exactly to wet or dry set my locks to get ready it for a vintage hairstyle in the initial
book, I would have been completely lost. Fun to check out and use for that special event. Fantastic
How Tos! Some hairstyling books just lose me following a few sentences and vague diagrams. Style
Me Vintage is certainly amazing. There are several great hairstyles in the reserve for both brief and
long hair. . The best component is it's relatively inexpensive (as far as books go if you ask me).. I will
suggest this book for just about any woman wanting to step back in its history with their hairstyles...
Most the styles I already knew how to do because of YouTube so I reckon that added to the
bummer aspect a bit too.! Five Stars A fun gift for those who are into vintage styles. I had already
purchased  Five Stars its great Nice book Love book I love this series I love this series, which
particular book is quite useful.My copy of "Style Me Classic" gets looked at for a few inspiration
(even less often now that I've "Vintage Hairstyling. The images are great, and it's very informative.
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